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The New Face of AASU
Sasha McBrayer
Assistant Editor

Christmas time is over and whether
or not we approach this new semester
with sluggish dread or hopeful antici
pation, one thing is certain; our
beautiful campus has changed. Cer
tainly our new Science Center is a
welcomed marvel, but perhaps less
obvious is the fact that Victor Hall,
which still looks quite the same on the
outside, has been entirely renovated on
the inside. This is important because
Enrollment Services, the Office of
Registrars, and the Financial Aid
Office, are now located in this build
ing.
Take one step inside the front doors
and the difference will hit you like a
pleasant smile. There is so much
space! Gone is the narrow, dimly lit
hallway. Comfortable and attractive
offices have replaced aging class

is good. Most will not hesitate to sing
praises.
I was fortunate enough to speak with
Mr. West regarding the renovations
„m
r*"!
and move. He is the Assistant Dean of
hBmBHN -mi
Enrollment Services. He adamantly
expressed his thankfulness to
Armstrong for taking on the project
and is very happy with the results.
"Space was a needed feature," he
says. It should be obvious to anyone
that the need was well met w ith the
design. He also wishes to let students
know that his office is open to sugges
tions concerning further improvements
that could make the building even
The view from the front door of Victor Hall-photo by C. Lancia
more convenient. He notes fondly that
the
space will positively represent
rooms. The new lobby area is perhaps space provided for waiting in line.
The wait is inevitable, but much easier AASU to potential students and those
the most welcoming on campus.
who have not yet registered for
to take in the new environment. It
There are new plush chairs to wait or
c lasses, "offering a one-stop shopfor
certainly beats crowding along a
relax in and brand new computers for
admissions, financial aid and registra
students to use. For a change, it is not cement block wall. The facility also
tion information." All in all, the
provides for faster and more efficient
necessary to walk all the way to the
changes
at Victor Hall benefit us all.
service. The employees that work in
computer lab and office staff are
nearby to offer assistance. For me, the the new and improved Victor Hall
best part is the open, almost bank-like seem to unanimously agree the change

11. 0

Did you know...

421 Walk the Stage for Fall Graduation
Chris Lancia
Interim Editor

•aduation is a special time for a
ent. It signifies not only a comple, but a new beg inning as the
ent becomes the graduate.
-mstrong Atlantic State University
;omed 315 Undergraduate and 106
duate students into the ranks of the
nnus on Saturday, December 14th,
2.
ior to the conferment of the
ees, Dr. Thomas Z. Jones, the
ident of AASU, presented two
orary doctorates. Dr. Robert A.
lett, who served as President of

from 1984 until his retirement in 1999,
was presented the honor along with his
wife, Mary V. Burnett.
During Burnett's presidency AASU
thrived. Enrollment more than
doubled, and he was a key figure in the
establishment of two impressive
buildings on campus, University Hall
and the Sports Center. He also was the
driving force behind the approval of
plans for the Science Center and
Compass Point.
He was key in the continuance of the
strong academic standards of AASU.
It was his leadership that brought
twenty-five new academic majors to
AASU while maintaining its' place as

one of the top universities in the South
in academic achievement and admis
sions standards. The Burnett presi
dency was the driving force behind
what is AASU today.
It was time for the graduates to have
their day. Several of them had written
messages on top of their caps, two of
which could easily be seen to say, "Hi
Mom!" Perhaps those were just one
last grasp at the college life they were
soon to leave behind.
The Undergraduate Degrees in
cluded: eleven from the School of
Computing; seventy-one from the
College of Health Professions; fifty(continued on page 3)

The longest street in the world
that runs through the same city
is Figueroa Street, in Los
Angeles, which runs north and
south through the city for 30
miles.
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Campus Events

SGA Corner

AASU Calendar

Get the 411 on your Student Government!

From the Prez
SGA President Scott C. Scheidt
Happy New Year! Welcome back
for another exciting semester.
It's time to meet again with the
campus leadership. The next
President's Council Meeting will be
January 15th, 2002, from 12:00 pm
to 1:30 pm in MCC 204. All
campus clubs and organizations
advisors and presidents are encour
aged to attend.
For more information contact:
Scott C. Scheidt
SGA President

(912)921-5590
or
A1 Harris
Student Activities Director
(912) 927-5300

"Quotes For December

"I have a new philosophy. I'm only
going to dread one day at a time."Charles M. Schulz (Charlie Brown)
"The only reason some people get
lost in thought is because it's
unfamiliar territory."-Paul Fix
"As I know more of mankind I
expect less of them, and am ready
now to call a man a good man upon
easier terms than I was formerly."Samuel Johnson
"It's amazing that the amount of
news that happens in the world
every day always just exactly fits
the newspaper."-Jerry Seinfeld
"What we become depends on what
we read after all of the the profes
sors have finished with us. The
greatest university of all is a
collection of books."-Thomas
Carlyle

Current Senate Topics
A* Reinstatement of the Alpha
Phi Omega Co-Ed Service
Fraternity at A ASU
A- Armstrong's Angels
A- Upcoming Online SGA
Elections
A* Smart Cards In Our Fu
ture?
A* Parking on Campus
A- Financial Aid
A* Advisement Issues
A* Community Service
A- Retention
A- Reestablishment of AASU
College Bowl Team
A- AASU dropping Adopt-AHighway Program
Open Meetings
Every Monday at 12:05
p.m. the Student Government
holds it's weekly Senate meet
ings. Senate meetings are open
to ALL students, faculty, and
staff. Everyone interested is
encouraged to attend.
Minutes for all recent
SGA Senate meetings are public
record and posted outside the
SGA Office located on the right
side of the upper level of the
MCC Building.
To ask questions, or for
more information, contact:
SGA Secretary Kim
Andrews
Email:
sga @mail.armstrong.edu
Phone: 927-5350
Fax: 921-5497

Did you know...
One cubic inch of matter from
a white dwarf star weighs 650
tons. If a water pitcher were
filled with such matter, the
weight of the pitcher could
not only collapse a table, but
the floor under it- and the
whole building as well.

January
6th

First Day of Classes
SGA Meeting
12:05 pm UH 155
8th
Women's Basketball vs. Spelman
6:00 pm Alumni Arena
11th CUB/SFMS Old Time Country Dance
8:00 pm Fine Art Auditorium
13th SGA Meeting
12:05 pm UH 155
Basketball vs. UNC Pembroke
W-5:30 pm M-7:30 pm Alumni Arena
15th Five Minutes of Fame-Make your own CD!
10:00 am-4:00 pm MCC Cafeteria
SGA/American Red Cross Blood Drive
10:30 am-4:30 pm MCC Lobby
17th CUB Meeting
1.00 pm CUB Room (upstairs in MCC)
20th University Holiday Martin Luther King, Jr. Day
24th Radiologic Sciences Students Spring Grand Rounds
8:00 am-2:00 pm UH Atrium
25th Basketball vs. USC Spartanburg
W-5:30 pm M-7:30 pm Alumni Arena
Mrs. Senior Savannah Pageant
7:00 pm Fine Art Auditorium
27th SGA Meeting
12:05 pm UH 155

For more go to http://www.armstrong.edu/caIendar.htm

Clubs and Organizations
In an effort to promote
Student awareness of activities and
resources on campus, ALL
Armstrong Atlantic State Univer
sity Clubs and Organization
members are strongly encouraged
to read and publish their meeting
dates or event calendars in the
Inkwell.
The more we use it, the more
people read it, the more informed
we all become. Thank you for
working together towards a brighter
tomorrow. GO Pirates!

I Inivarsity Relations
* Dandy Receives Honor for
Excellent Teaching
*Sigma Theta Tau Nursing Society
Chapter Approved for AASU
* "Destination: Teaching" Grant to
Increase Number and Quality of
Teachers in Coastal Georgia
For more information on these
stories, and more information on
what is going on at AASU, log on
to http://
www.urelations.armstrong.edu.

Want to know the latest
events on campus? Log on
to cove.armstrong.edu!!!
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Campus Life
amazing becuase most of the time they
HillaryCreery just went with the flow and played
Staff Writer what they felt.
I was excited when I was asked to
Have you been to the Compass
cover the coffee house, as it was my
Point Coffee House yet? Why not? first assignment. I went with every
All students were feeling the anxiety intention of making sure that I wrote
of final exams steadily approaching.
down every detail so that I could write
Notes from classes consume our
a great article. I am a Southern girl,
thoughts so much that we feel our
raised by a rock-n-roll father, and
heads will explode. I found relief
found a piece of home listening to the
from these stressful thoughts when I
music. I found myself getting lost in it
went to the Compass Point Coffee
and stopped writing just to listen.
House. It was very chilly outside so
Only a few students were there, but I
the warm,comfortable enviomment
encourage all Armstrong students and
inside was welcome; coffee, drinks,
professors to go to the coffe house at
and cookies were also served. As a
least once. New talent is welcome if
freshman I now understand the impor you would like to perform; whether
tance of the word FREE. There are
you sing, play an instrument, or write
huge, comfy couches and plenty of
poetry, we all would love to hear from
chairs so that everyone feels at home,
you.
another commodity that is useful for
students away from home. There is
Rho Psi Chartered
also a computer open for anyone to
contributed by AASU Dept. of Nursing
use, and with the entertaining sound of
On Sunday, December 8, 2002, the
performers in the background, study
Armstrong
Atlantic State University
ing can be relaxing.
Department
of Nursing Rho Psi
On this night there were four acous
Chapter
of
Sigma
Theta Tau Interna
tic performers, three of which are
tional
Honor
Society
of Nursing was
members of the Armstrong commu
chartered.
Thirty-eight
new members
nity. It was an informal performance
were
inducted
and
162
transferred
held once a month for everyone. Two
of the four performers are husband and their membership from Mu Kappa at
Large Chapter. Dr. Sue Haddock, RN
wife and have been together for 27
PhD, Region VII coordinator, served
years. The other two are neighbors
that play together for fun. I have never as Installing Officer.
Baccalaureate and Masters students
seen professors outside of my classes,
and
community members inducted
and last night showed that they like to
kick back and have fun with the rest of were: Chris Anderson, Lora Boatright,
us. The talent that they all possess was Kelly Bright, Heather Burleson, Staci

Coffee Shop Break

join Scooby and the Gang at the
Sigma/Zeta Joint Information Session

Canon, Elizabeth Clark-Lewis, Mary
Close, Deborah DeAbate, Kristi Dees,
Summer Deloach, Lisa Dickerson,
Henrietta Fleming, Laura Garner, Jill
Girard, Samantha Heinrich, Doris
D.Hopkins, Melanie Howard, Cynthia
Kiddey, Julie Kim, Julie Leonard,
Marissa Lewis, Patti Marat, Paige
Marshall, Yvette Martin, Lisa
Mavromichalis, Stacy Orellana,
Merry Lynn Perry, Kelly Rossler,
Emmaline Routon, Shane Sanders, Els
Sutton, Lisa Thomason, Cynthia
Thornton, Melanthea Ussery, Ashley
Weeks, Angela Wooley, and Holly
Zittrouer.
...Fall Graduation (frontpage 1)

nine from the College of Education;
and 174 from the College of Arts &
Sciences.
Graduate Degrees included: seventyseven as Master of Education; four as
Master of Arts; one as Master of
Science; three as Master of Health
Services Administration; six as Master
of Public Health; four as Master of
Science in Nursing; nineteen as Master
of Science in Physical Therapy; and
two as Master of Science in Sports
Medicine.
As enrollment numbers continue to
increase, future Commencement
Ceremonies are sure to include even
more graduates.
To the recent graduates: go forth and
make a name for yourself. We know
that you will represent all of us at
AASU well! Congratulations!
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CUB Presents Caribbean Night
Friday, January 17
UJith Liue Music by the Trinidad Tripoli
Steel Band
Free Food & Re freshments
Limbo Contest
Caribbean Rttire is Encouraged

Time: 9 p.m.
Location: MCC

^ ztta Phi Bats Slama 1914/18211

January

12 , 2 0 0 3
7:30 p.m.
MCC 204
R o f r e s h m e n t s w i l l b e se r u e d
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Around Campus

Promotion in Military Science Department

Respiratory Therapy Hosts Open House
Chris Lancia

Interim Editor

COL Handley is congratulated by Dr. Wheeler,
the Dean of Arts and Sciences-photo by C.
Lancia

COL Handley has his rank pinned on by his
daughters-photo by C. Lancia
Chris Lancia

Interim Editor

Recently a group of students from Bryan County High School were
treated to an opportunity to get some hands-on experience with the equip
ment used by one of the AASU Health Sciences departments. Students
majoring in Respiratory Therapy showed off many of their toys, including
demonstrating the proper technique to draw blood and to intubate a
patient.
"This is a great way to support the local school systems," commented
Ross Bowers, the department head. "They get the chance to get the hands
on, interactive learning they don't get in high school. I let my students
show everything, as they are more able to interact with the high school
students. I see enthusiasm in here that normally doesn't come out in the
classroom."

The Army ROTC at AASU is one of the most active detachments in the
The program, which has been going on for years here at AASU and
southeastern United States. On December 4th Lieutenant Colonel James
included local schools such as Groves and Jenkins, has thus far been a
andlejn the Professor of Mtlitary Science at AASU, was promoted to the resounding success. This event had extra meaning due to the participation
rank of Colonel in the lobby of the Aquatics and Recreation center.
of a recent BCHS graduate, Blaine Moore, who is now attending AASU.
'At West Point, Cadets pass statues of great leaders such as Patton,
We hope to be able to continue our participation in the program," said
MacArthur, and George Washington," stated COL Handley. "The Amy is Thomas Skrak, who teaches Anatomy & Physiology at BCHS. "I hope
more about people than any other branch of the military. They're our
we can find more things like this to help out in career decisions. Not just
most important asset, and as leaders we set people up to be able to do
in medicine, but in various career fields that would address more stu
their jobs.
dents."
My Cadets ask me for the trick to getting where I'm at. I al ways tell
rn! u TS Pr°0fthat SOmetimes You've just got to be lucky"
COL Handley was congratulated for his attainment of this goal by many
members of th e AASU community, including Dr. Ed Wheeler, the Dean of
the College of Arts & Sciences.
COL Handley will continue to serve as the PMS at AASU, ensuring that
the school continues to properly prepare our graduates to defend our
nation.

GIVE BLOOD
There are many types, and
they all give life.
Memorial College Center
Wednesday, January 15,2003
10:00 A.M.-6:00 P.M.
Armstrong Fest Shirts for
Donors
Please bring an I.D. when you donate.

Did you know...

I Blaine Mo ore shows two BCHS students how to
check a pulse-photo by C. Lancia

A BCHS st udent has his lung
capacity measured-photo by C.
Lancia

Armstrong's Angels Flying High

A French maga
zine conducted a
Chris Lancia
survey to investi
Interim
Editor
gate sexual
behavior in
help out a local family.
France. If the
More than thirty people attended
responses of
the dinner, and all but one angel
those interviewed
was claimed. It was a wonderful
are to be be
sight to see as hands of all sizes
lieved, the
illj^wl reacflcd °"t to claim their angels
average French
SGA members and friends celebrate the joy of
^
^
°Ut P^P^
man sleeps with
P<
PS
leSS
f
the season-photo courtesy of Student Activities
^
°ltUnate and in need.
11.8 women in
1 ^as very happy wih the re
The SGA-sponsored project
his life, while the
sults," said Iorio. "I posted addi
Armstrong's
Angels was an instant
average
tional Angels on the door to the
hit with the campus community.
Frenchwoman
SGA office, and those were taken
The Community Service Commit
shares her bed
as well. Overall, this was an
tee. led by SGA Senator Megan
with only 1.8
incredible
success."
"°;hcld a kick-off party to allow
men.
AASU can only hope that this
peop c to claim their angels and
becomes an annual event.
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Around Campus
Taking Responsibility

Recycling Locations at AASU

Erin Quigley
Copy Editor

tion that will be expanded, we will
The article 'Taking Time Throwing
start collecting white office paper.
Trash" that appeared in the Nov. 18
There is no reason for the five million
edition of Inkwell was a wake up call
pages
of paper that the university goes
to the lack of recycling being done on
campus and in the city at large. It was through every year to be considered
waste materials. Paper can be easily
a call that inspired me to again step
recycled; there is even a market for
beyond my own apartment recycling
recycled office and stationary paper.
efforts and make recycling a reality in
the environment where I spend the rest As of yet, on campus we have not
found a company to come collect and
of my time -at AASU. As the author
Louis Clausi stated, "It is our responsi transport the paper; until we do, this
will be a student operation. This
bility as consumers
semester, look for bins in the computer
to take the initiative. The way I see it
lab you are using (if it has a printer).
happening here in Savannah is
At the time this article is going to
the individual taking the first step." I
press,
the plan is for the bins to be
agree, and have taken steps with
labeled
cardboard boxes marked with
other "recycling addicts" in town to
blue tape and placed close to the
agitate for a public program, but no w
believe that it will be more effective to printer. We have done our best to
include student computer labs in all
start small. Instead of
departments and hope to include all
focusing on the city, why don't we set
faculty and staff department in the
an example right here on campus?
future.
Like Louis, I have started my own
This effort is just the beginning.
programs in places where 1 have
This
is a grassroots activity, as Louis
worked or volunteered, which probsaid,
and starts with the individual.
ab\v fade out when \ leaved So why
don't all of us concerned folks who are Strong participation in the initial
campus effort could lead to a more
flying our own "3R's flags" get
together to build an operation that will comprehensive program. The program
can serve as a means of instilling the
reach more people and will last?
Since the article was published,
recycling habit among folks on
Louis and I have discovered that some campus, which will possibly then be
adopted as a habit at home. It can
recycling is occurring at AASU. He
provide a good model to be adopted by
learned that the university provides
the communities in which we live.
aluminum collection in the blue bins
This is often the way recycling pro
that have can shaped holes in their
grams have been born, other than
lids. I learned that some departments
when they are born due to emergency
on campus conduct their own recy
situations, such as when smaller states
cling operations, similar to the way
Louis and I have, usually being started run out of landfill space and experi
ence toxins leaking at the earth's
and managed by one staff person who
surface. Even though we are not in a
is horrified at what is going in
trashcans. We also learned from David dire situation, Savannah residents need
to wake up and smell the garbage.
Roberts, the Coordinator of
When we realize that the earth is not
Environmental Services, that many
an empty can that can be endlessly
other items that we had not even
filled, we will wish that we had not let
considered are being removed from
it overflow. It is true that this area has
campus and recycled. These include
a garbage incinerator, but this is not an
electronic scrap, old computer moni
excuse
for us not to recycle. 'Taking
tors, fluorescent lights, mercury from
Time
Throwing
Trash" refers to the
science labs, scrap metals, and con
effort
necessary
to make this earth a
struction materials. We spoke with
livable environment for ourselves and
Mr. Roberts about the history and
our
children. In reality, recycling
possible future of recycling on cam
involves
very little time and no trash!
pus, and have established an initial
Once
you
start, you realize that most
program to be implemented as soon as
items
are
not
"trash" or "garbage" or
you finish reading this article and take
"waste"; they are materials of value if
action!
recycled. How much time and energy
Other than the aluminum can collec

are we willing to invest in
creating a means to making recycling
"the norm" for ourselves and those
around us? Let us take the responsibil
ity and find the closest bin.
Please contact me at
quigleer@students.armstrong.edu if
you:
* know of a student computer lab with
no bin
* have suggestions for additional
aluminum or white paper recycling
locations
* would like to help with the student
effort of collecting and transporting
the white paper to Mall Blvd.
* have any other ideas or contacts for
making this a more comprehensive
program
Look for our table at Armstrong
Fest!
On the right side of this page you'll
find a list of recycling bin locations on
campus. Please make an effort to use
these spots so that we can continue to
justify them to the University. Thanks
for all your help as we strive to make
this world a more beautiful place.
None of us can do it alone!

' Aluminum (not plastic or glass
please) in labeled bins located:
* Administration building vending
(near women's restroom)
* Ashmore Hall vending (near dental
clinic)
* Fine Arts building vending (near
102)
* Lane Library front porch
* MCC cafeteria vending
Plant Operations building vending
* Sports Center 210
* University Hall vending
* NOTE: not all bins are blue or hav<
the two holes in the lid; check for
labels

* White paper (not colored, slick,
or newspaper please) in labeled
boxes located:
* Ashmore 145 and 217
* CIS (main student) computer lab
* Fine Arts 205
* Gamble 109 (Writing Center)
* Health Science building
* Lane Library 1st floor by printing
room
* Science Building1504,2016
* Sports Center 222
* University Hall 112, 125, 126,
128, 130

SORORITY
INFO/INTEREST MEETING

DATE: Friday, January 10th
TIME: 7 PM
PLACE: the CUB room in the
Memorial College Center.
If interested, but unable to attend, contact:
Amanda Robinson: 961-8369
Megan Moore: 398-8723
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we throw all kinds of

[obstaclesJ at you.
tuition isn't one of them.

, Sheer cliffs, rope bridges, final exams. With o bstacles like these in your way,
"tuition's the last thing you should have to worry about. But if you qualify, you can
get a 2- or 3-year Amiy ROTC scholarship that'll help make life easier over the long
haul. Talk to your U.S. Army ROTC representative. And get a leg up on your future.

A R M Y RO T C

Unlike any other college course you can take.
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Health
Flu Season is Here: Are You Prepared?
Erin Quigley
Copy Editor

Vaccinations for common but
dangerous infections became more
accessible to the public this year.
Preventing the influenza virus and
illnesses caused by the pneumococcal
bacteria was as easy as going to your
local pharmacy. Some chains, includ
ing Kroger and Publix, began provid
ing vaccinations for more than one
reason.
Not only did the service help phar
macies to gain back some of the profits
they increasingly lose to insurance
companies, but provided a valuable
resource to the community. Many
people do not have access to a health
care provider, and many providers do
not administer these vaccinations.
There is a continual need for the
influenza vaccine because the virus
changes frequently, and there is a
growing need for the pneumococcal
polysacchride vims (PPV) because
pneumococcal d ases have become
resistant to treatr nts such as
penicillin.
Receni terrorist treats also bring
new met ->t\ves To rotecX against
biologic aggression. The influenza
vaccine protects against what is
otherwise known as the flu. PPV
protects gainst illnesses caused by
twenty-i ee t ypes of bacteria. The
bacteria an cause infection of the
lungs, covering of the brain, and
blood, known as pneumonia, meningi
tis, and bacteremia, respectively.

Most healthy adults will be protected
within two to three weeks of receiving
these vaccinations. It is recommended
that the elderly and those with weak
ened immune systems get vaccinated
early in the season.
Kroger provides their pharmacists
with two days of training in adminis
tering the vaccinations, while Publix
brings in outside health care workers
to provide the service. The vaccina
tion schedules vary but are publicized.
As for the success of the program,
pharmacists at the downtown Kroger
store do not believe it increased
Kroger profits this season but do
believe it provided an important
resource to the public. They stress that
the goal is not to compete with health
care providers, but to improve the
health of the community.
They believe this season has been a
necessary trial period for the program,
and that it will be improved and
expanded in years to come.
This is written in past tense because
October and November are the i deal
months to be -vaccinated. It is never
too late, but effectiveness is not
guaranteed once the flu season is
underway, which it now through
March.
It is good to know, however, that
next year we can protect ourselves
from getting sick at the same time
we're picking up some groceries.

TLLO
TemaCe Liberation Libation Organization
ts a now group tbat invites you to come join our deftgbtfuf discussions!
We discuss a variety of issues affecting women in modem society. All viewpoints are
welcome. Liberation is desired but libation is not required.
We meet every other Mondayevening at 8PM
Venus de Milo, 38 Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd
Next meeting January 6

STRIMGIH

LIFTING.
PUTTING
SexS assault is^,Mffiof.pcf^nd wiwl, a / | f
all se xu al a ss a u lt s occur .on d a t e s . Your gir lfriend,
sist er, mo t he r or b e s t frie nd coinci d e a t risk. Ch o p s:

far mate. itifottetpf
vjsitwww.gnesa.org.

VIOLENCE

fff

V" « ? * • * * # !
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YDUR(Cm\m<QUVTO SERVICE CENTER

Why Get an Oil Change?
Easiest Question You'll Be Asked All Week.
See Answers below:
"If only school were this easy.*

tore vent** internal Engine Rusting
* R e t a r d s Me c h a n i c a l We ar
* P r e v e n t s C o r r o s i o n By E n g i n e A c i d s
* Flushes Contaminants
W

|r %v

^

* S t o p s Sl u d g e Buiid«Up
Wear
* Neutralizes Chemical Changes
See Us For All Your Automotive Needs

12125 Apache Ave
(Behind Enmark next to Kroger)

Savannah, GA

(912) 920-2001

us your
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Community Talk
Over There: One Soldier's Experience in Kuwait
Sasha McBrayer
Assistant Editor

Recently, my good friend Allan
Stromsburg was deployed to Kuwait,
leaving his wife of just over a year
behind in the States. Due to the
sudden and unfortunate illness of his
mother, he was allowed to return
Stateside to be with his family again.
Thanksgiving was an unexpected treat
because of Allan's presence, however
family and friends rea lize that he may
have to return to the Middle East
before Christmas, making his duration
here bittersweet. I was able to sit
down with Allan and ask him a few
questions about being overseas.
When Allan is home he works as a
Bradley mechanic on Ft. Stewart.
For those of us who are civilians, a
Bradley is a giant vehicle often
mistaken for a tank. He is an E-4, a
Specialist in the US Army. Allan was
deployed to Kuwait in September and
was not due to come back until March
Kuwait, of course, lies in the Middle
East, just South ot Iraq. While he is
over there, Allan does not work as a
mec hanic. Instead he champions
through laundry detail. For the most
part his job is slow and dull, giving
him plenty of time to write his young
wife a new letter every single day.
However, it is dangerous. To pick up
soiled laundry and return the cleaned
loads, Allan must drive a truck across
bumpy, dirt roads, passing what are
potential Al-Qaida units in
hiding.Before shipping out the Army
prepares soldiers like Allan by giving
them anti-terrorist classes and infor

such items as toilet paper, candy, and
mation packed pamphlets and
disposable cameras. Computers are
handouts about the host nation's
available for the soldiers to E-mail
customs and language. Even so, the
from, but e-mails are randomly
average soldier has very little interac
checked
and soldiers are usually
tion with locals. An interesting thing
observed
as they type. The currency
about Kuwaitis is how frequently they
used is the American dollar, however
stop to pray while engaged in every
in the rare instances one might deal
day activity. In fact, between the
with a Kuwaiti, a trade can be made
many stops a Muslim makes to kneel
for
Kuwaiti Denali. One Denali is
on the street, and the large camel
worth
much less than one dollar.
population sometimes stopping
The
soldiers eat quite well in the
stubbornly in great packs, travel in
Kabals. Most have the same fast food
Kuwait can often be frustrating.
places we have over here, such as
While over there, Allan spent much
Subway, Hardees, and KFC. Also, the
of his time at one Kabal or another. A
chow houses are much better over
Kabal is a combat ready task force
there because they serve steak and
encamped near the enemy border. In
seafood on certain weekdays. A
other words, it is sort of a military
soldier must pay for his own chow,
village set up in the desert and desig
however, which was surprising to me.
nated as the first response in cases of
Likewise, it was interesting to learn
hostility. Life in the Kabal can be a
that the American Army is not alone in
little boring. There is no recreation
Kuwait. The Australian Army, the
accept for the movie theater, which
British Army, the Czech Republic,
plays relatively old movies during the
Germany, and Kuwait's own Air Force
day, such as Rocky, and the gym,
join
it The various groups do not
where the majority hang out. There is
intermingle
very much, though. He
also a PX (a general store), and a
did
notice
that
some of the Europeans
small Commissary (a super market).
were
still
listenin
g to MC Hammer.
Many soldiers buy gifts for family and
He
laughs
as
he
recalls
this.
friends because items like gold,
When
asked
what
the
worst aspect of
platinum, and rare mink blankets are
being
over
there
was,
Allan
quickly
much cheaper in Kuwait.
answered, "Being away from my
In September, Kuwait is usually
family," which inspired a sweet, shy
about 130 degrees in the daytime,
smile from his wife, who was seated
making the 60 to 65 degree nights
nearby. When asked what the best
seem quite cold. The mail takes about
two weeks at the worst, and 10 days at aspect was, he replied, "The money."
Every soldier in Kuwait receives
the best to get through and, besides
Hazardous Duty Pay, which is well
family and friends, institutions like
earned, and can be a particular bless
The Girl Scouts of America and
ing
to a young, married, military
various churches send care packages to
couple.
the troops. These packages include

"The "Men of The Qamma Zeta Chapter af
Tin'Beta Sigma Fraternity
cordia&y invites you to our

Sigma/Zeta SociaC

Date January 16,2003
Time 734_p.n1.
Fdacc Faculty Dining Hoom

Comande^oyan ^htoutvvitht^'Menanj:
"Women of the (Bhie and White

What could be drier than a
desert? Answer: the town of
Arica, on the border between
Chile and Peru. With a popula
tion of 14,000 inhabitants, Arica
receives a mere .02 inches of
rain per year. This is all the
more remarkable because Arica
is situated on the Pacific Ocean.
To give you an idea of how dry
this town is, the rainfall of
Arizona- the driest of die 50
American states- is almost 400
times as heavy.

At this point in the interview, Allan's
wife had something to inteiject. She
shared her own major concern with
me. It was not Allan's day-to-day
activity in the danger zone that is the
Middle East, but rather commercial
flights to and from the area. The
Army insures that soldiers wear
civilian clothing during travel; how
ever, a Caucasian with a "high and
tight" military hair cut is not some
thing that is easy to overlook in that
part of the world. Many people over
there hold deep hatred for Americans,
and so Allan's wife has legitimate
concerns. Allan had his own issues
with travel. Once you get to Turkey,
he says, which is a common refueling
stop, you can't read any of the signs.
Few of them are in English and it is
extremely easy to get lost.
Perhaps the most unexpected detail
of the interview was learning that
Allan had heard about the recent,
infamous, and tragic shooting of
American Marines through word of
mouth. In fact, he was living and
working a mere 15-minute drive trom
where the incident took place and his
own Kabal underwent severely tight
ened security afterward. Friends and
family were glad to have Allan back,
even under the less than ideal circum
stances and will miss him sorely when
he returns overseas. I am sure other
military families in Savannah,
Hinesville, Ft. Stewart, and around the
country join m e in wishing Allan and
soldiers like him the best of luck and
safe journey there and back again.

IMPORTANT DATES FOR THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
SPRING 03
Student Teacher Orientation for Spring 03
1/6/03 University Hall, Room 156 - 12:00-3:30 p.m..
Orientation for First Semester Interns Spring 03
1/6/03 University Hall, Room 259 - 5:00-6:15 p.m.
Student Teacher Sign-up for Fall 03 (Brunswick & Camden Centers)
1/30/03 - 3:00-4:30 p.m.
AASU- GSAMS Room 136 Ashmore Hall
CGCC- GSAMS Room 196 Science Center
Camden- Annex Building
Final Seminar for Student Teachers Spring 03
4/28/03 University Hall, Room 156 - 12:00-2:00 p.m.
Final Seminar for Second Semester Interns Spring 03
4/28/03 University Hall, Room 259 - 5:00-6:15 p.m.
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Technology

stay on target to reach their desired
purchase. Finally, teach them how to
conduct research to find the best value
With bills from the Christmas
before making a purchase.
holidays looming, it's a perfect time to
$ Involve kids in household budget
take a look at some financial advice.
ing.
Get your children involved early on in
(NAPSA)—With a significant increase helping you make household spending
in disposable income, in recent years
decisions and involve them when you
teenagers have become an important
pay your family's monthly bills. Make
part of the consumer market. One
sure they understand the consequences
statistic suggests that in 2001 alone
of making late payments or missing
teenagers spent more than $124
payments entirely.
billion. Despite this incredible spend
$ Set up a savings account.
ing power, as few as 12 percent of high Taking into account money from jobs,
oc.iool students in the U.S. receive a
allowance, holiday and birthday gifts,
formal education in personal finance.
help your kids determine their monthly
Parents can create their own "lesson
"income." Teach them to put away
plans" at home to get teens financially
roughly 10 percent of this amount as
fit. Leading consumer lender House
savings. Encourage your teens to open
hold offers the following advice to
a savings account at a bank, or store
parents:
the money safely at home for them so
$ Give an allowance.
they will not be tempted to spend it.
To instill financial responsibility and
$ Set a good example.
to show that you trust them, offer your The sounder your own financial
kids an allowance. The key to a
judgment, the better your kids' may be.
successful allowance is structuring it
Demonstrating your own financially
from the beginning. Make it clear what responsible behavior, such as keeping
kinds of purchases your kids can use
a balanced checkbook, always paying
the money for and that they are
bills on time and sticking to a budget
expected tc save some of it.
and savings plan, will help reinforce
$ Set up a budget and manage
good habits in your kids.
spending.
For additional advice on achieving
To help your kids learn budgeting
financial fitness, log on to
skills, work with them first to identify
www.household.com and
all the ways they currently spend
www.yourcreditcounts.com. You can
money. Brainstorm together to choose
also write to Household (Corporate
the items they'd like to save for and
Communications, 2700 Sanders Road,
set manageable goals. Next, help them Prospect Heights, IL 60070-2799) for
track their spending with a budgeting
complimentary booklets on how to
manage credit, spending and savings.

Money Matter$

Make your own
Music CD!
Be the next American Idol
(or at least a legend in your own mind)
with Five Minutes of Fame

10:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.
Wednesday, January 15
Memorial College
Center Cafeteria

Bytes

with Chris Lancia
Interim Editor

Welcome to another exciting semes
ter here at AASU! I would normally
pass on some sage advice in all things
electronic, but I recently received a
well-written and informative piece on
a technology that is gaining momen
tum by the day, the Streaming
Webcast.
So without further ado, and with
absolutely no more fanfare, please
welcome to the keyboard Amy
Murphy!
Amy Murphy

Staff Writer

Have you ever been so busy that
you've gone days without knowing
what's happening in the world? Well,
a web-based technology has been
developed that might be able to keep
you in the loop. The streaming
webcast is an impressive new way to
stay informed of current events and is
quickly becoming a viable alternative
to televised news broadcasts. Prior to
streaming,all media files (audio and
video) had to be completely down
loaded before they could be listened to
or viewed over the internet. Streaming
eliminates the downloading process
altogether and provides instant access
to all types of media files, such as
webcasts.
A webcast is any live or pre-recorded
news broadcast that has been uploaded
to a server and sent out over the
Internet. The topics that webcasts
address are quite similar to what you
see on the nightly news. For instance,
you can view stories about current
events, sports, weather, entertainment,
and business. The coverage provided
by webcasts is actually more compre
hensive than televised broadcasts
becuase there are no commercials or
time constraints to worry about.
The streaming process is not as
complicated as it may sound. First, the
footage is sent through a machine
called a Helix Producer. The Helix
Producer takes the footage and en
codes it for the Internet. Encoding
means that it compresses the footage
into a media file and then breaks the
file apart into hundreds of small clips.
These clips are sent to a high-powered
server, which then sends them out over
a network. You access the footage
with a media player and progressively
"stream" each clip one by one in

succession. You are able to view the
footage instantly and in its entirety
becuase the small size of the indi
vidual files make it easier for your
computer to process them.
Several news websites are incorpo
rating streaming into their format.
This means that you have instant
access to all of the latest news stories
24 hours a day. However, convenience
isn't the only thing that streaming
webcasts have to offer. The primary
advantage is viewer control. You have
total freedom to watch what you want
when you want. For instance, if you
only want to know if your team won
the game last night, all you have to do
is click on the story, watch it, and
move on. You don't have to sit
through an entire thirty minute broad
cast.
There are some basic system require
ments that your computer must meet in
order to view a streaming webcast. A
high-speed Internet connection is a
must becuase dial-up connections are
too slow to recieve and process
information at the same time. In
addition, you need to have a reliable
media player. The three most popular
are Windows Media Player,
Quicklime, and Real Player. All of
these can be downloaded for free.
Once you've got the hardware and
software you need, you are ready to
experience a streaming webcast.
Some of the best websites that offer
this service are Feedroom.com,
MSNBC.com., CNN.com, and
Broadcast.com.
Thanks for the great info, Amy! As a
student at AASU, you need to look no
further than the Athletics homepage
(www.athletics.armstro
ng.edu) to find a streaming webcast.
Chad Jackson, the SPorts Information
Director for the Pirates, has a stream
ing webcast of all our home games
ready for you to view.

Website of the Week
www.htmlguru.com
This innovative site, which includes
an entertaining opening sequence, is
set up to help out in the development
of Dynamic HTML. It includes
tutorials, a message board, and refer
ences for developers (or students
taking a CSCI course) to check out.
Thanks to the ACM for the link!
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Sports
0rojtpin' Anchor...

for their lack of leadership on such an
upperclass-heavy team. One thing
with Chris Lancia
stopped me: the arthritic toe of Darvl
Interim Editor
Williams.
Williams started his career as a
I had to check and make sure I was
Pirate in spectacular fashion, playing
really in the AASU Alumni Arena for
impressively versus Georgia Southern
the recent basketball games, as the
and perennial NCAA contender
large numbers of people in attendance
Eckerd College. A fall at Eckerd
surprised me. Maybe we really are
changed all that, as an injury that has
beginning to support the school.
no cure reared its' ugly head.
The Lady Pirates continue to impress
Often it takes a rough patch to force
everyone they come up against. The
a leader to step forward. The injury to
biggest surprise so far comes not from
Williams has hurt, but how long will
how they're playing, but from who is
the Pirates allow themselves to freeplaying. PG Marloes Renskers, twofall before someone takes the lead?
time assists leader for the Lady Pirates,
I was also ready to say teiTible things
has now been relegated to a role
about a player that I considered to be a
player.
key to success this year, Dave Pisarcik.
Zandrique Cason, a pre-season All
I saw the team in their third game, and
American candidate, has looked mortal no one wanted to run the show.
now that she is surrounded with a
But that has all changed. Pisarcik
strong supporting cast.
has now taken over the PG spot and,
And the Hodge sisters, Shaletra and
while not a natural ballhandler, he has
Shanetra, are averaging 4.0 amd 4.3
provided a steady hand to bring the
PPg, respectively.
ball up and allow the rest of the team
Head Coach Roger Hodge made
to set up the offense.
some tough decisions this season, but
There are good players on the squad.
so far they have all been the right ones. Take Wlliams. Playing on basically
Who can argue with a 6-1 start?
one foot, he's averaging 13.8 points
Newcomer Tasha Washington leads
and 7 rebounds per game, and has
the team in scoring, with 14.8 ppg.
started all 8 games. But statistics,
She also leads the team in 3-point
while impressive, don't necessarily
shooting, knocking down 47% of her
point to a leader.
attempts. On the bad side, she is also
At times it appears that the Pirates
tied for the team lead in turnovers,
are confused on the court. Perhaps it
with 13, and has been known to get in
will take time to catch on to a new
early foul trouble.
system. Just look at the difficult time
They recently received votes in the
the new Lady Pirates are having.
USA Today DII poll. Those votes
Just one problem; they're not having
were the first in school history. They
any. Is it the system, or the players?
then went out and beat both teams they As the old NFL commercials used to
faced in the AASU/Chatham Orthope
say, you make the call.
dics Christmas Basketball Classic.
You may have noticed the profile of
These weren't just any two teams.
Zandrique Cason in the upper rightThe first win came against Wingate,
hand corner of this page. This is
another school that had received votes
something new we've added as we try
in the poll. T he second was much
to get more in touch with the student
more impressive, as the Lady Pirates
body of AASU.
handed #21 Fort Valley State Univer
Athletes are students as well, and it
sity their first loss of the season. The
might surprise you to see a picture of a
Lady Pirates didn't just win, they ran
classmate here that you didn't even
away with the game on the way to a
know was an AASU athlete.
16-point win, 89-73.
My hope in this is that as the athletes
As good as the Lady Pirates have
become more recognizable, you'll all
looked, AASU must look no farther
have more of a reason to go out and
"tan the other side of the bus to see a
watch a game or match.
team struggling for its' identity. The
Part of the college experience is
ates, with only 3 players who
getting involved, and you can do that
Played at AASU last year, have won
simply by supporting your fellow
0nly 1 game.
students at AASU. So come on out
I was prepared to bo-ate the Pirates
and let them know you care!

Intramural Soccer... It's Off
the Wall!

Do I Know You?

What has 12 legs, plexiglass walls,
nets and more indoor/outdoor carpet
ing than a Texas trailer park? It's
indoor soccer, and it's available to
Name: Zandrique Cason
AASU students this semester. The
Birthdate: 6/28/81
AASU Intramural Office is sponsoring
Hometown:
Mesa, AZ
an indoor soccer league starting this
Ht
&
Wt:
6'0"
158
weekend that will last through midYear:
Senior
February. All games will take place at
Major: Psychology
Supergoose Sports, Savannah's indoor
Sport/Position: Basketball/Center
soccer and in-line hockey facility
n my CD player: Carl Thomas located at 3700 Wallin Street, behind
Emotional
the McAlpin Square Shopping Center
I'm
reading: The Prayer of Jabez
on Victory Drive.
Favorite subject: Psychology
Teams of ten to twelve players
^avorite
color: Purple
compete 6 vs. 6 (including goalkeep
Favorite
ice
cream: Double Fudge
ers) for two 20-minute halves. The
3rownie
goals and field are smaller and the
avorite movie: Love & Basket
game bears some similarities to
ball
hockey with a 3-line rule instead of
Must see TV: CSI
offsides, a penalty box for major
'avorite website:
infractions and power plays. AASU's
www.ninewest.com
eague is also co-ed, with a require
I
want
to
be: Sport Psychologist
ment that there be at least one female
on the field at all times.
Ball Boys & Girls!
Indoor soccer at AASU is fast, fun
and free! Players must provide their
Do you have, or know, a child
own soccer shoes and shin guards, but
between 8 and 14 years old? If so,
the facility fee is covered entirely by
they're needed by the AASU basket
the Intramural program. AASU
ball program. AASU is in search of
Intramural teams will play on Sunday
kids to help out as ball boys and girls
nights from 8 until 11 pm. If you have
at home games. Foe more info,
a team, or would like to be placed on
contact Jeff Burkhamer at 927-5683
one, it's not too late. But time is
or burkhaje@mail.armstrong.edu.
running out, so call 695-8551 today for
registration information.

AASU Athletics
Upcoming Events
January
8th Women's Basketball vs.

Fitness Center
Schedule
Spring *03
Mon.-Fri.
Mon.-Thur.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.

6 - 8 am
1 2 - 9 pm
12 - 8 pm
10 am - 3 pm
1 - 5 pm

* You must have a CURRENT
AASU ID in your possession.
* You must wear proper clothing
(including a shirt).

Spelman
6 pm Alumni Arena
11th Basketball @ USC
Spartanburg
13th Basketball vs. UNC
Pembroke
5:30/7:30 Alumni Arena
15th Basketball @ US C
Spartanburg
18th Basketball @ Columbus
State
22nd Women's Basketball @
Francis Marion
25th Basketball vs. USC
Spartanburg
5:30/7:30 Alumni Arena
mi
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Arts & Entertainment
The Battle for Middle Earth Continues
ARMSTRONG ATLANTIC STATE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF ART,MUSIC, & THEATRE
SAVANNAH'S CULTURAL CENTER ON THE SOUTHSIDE
* Jan 9:Terri Strickland, soprano, in graduation recital at
2:30 P.M. in the AASU Fine Arts Auditorium. Admission is
free.
* Jan 10: Pianist Denine LeBlanc, in a guest artist recital at
7:30 P.M. in the AASU Fine Arts Auditorium. Admission is
free.
* Jan 12: Joann Bishop, soprano, in senior recital at 3:00
P.M. in the AASU Fine Arts Auditorium. Admission is free.
* Jan 13-Feb 5: Art faculty exhibition in the AASU Fine Arts
Gallery. Gallery hours are 9:00 A.M.-5:00 P.M., Mondays
through Fridays. Admission is free.
* Jan 14: "The Mystical Arts of Tibet", A Richard Gere &
Drepung Loseling Production of "Sacred Music, Sacred
Dance for World Healing" at 8:00 P.M. in the AASU Fine
Arts Auditorium. Call 355.7054 for information and tickets.
* Jan 16: Heidi Bindhammer, coloratura sop*aro, in faculty
recital at 2:30 P.M. in the AASU Fine Arts Auditorium.
Admission is free.
* Jan 16: The AASU Masquers present "Broadway
Dreamin'" New York City professional actors perform an
evening of Broadway Scenes and Show Tunes at 7:30 P.M. in
Jenkins Theater. Call 927.5325 for information.
* Jan 17: Paul Fahring, trombone, in senior recital at 2:30
P.M. in the AASU Fine Arts Auditorium. Admission is free.
* Jan 17: The AASU Masquers present the 2nd Annual
Student Short Film Festival at 7:30 P.M. in Jenkins Theater.
Call 927.5325 for information.
* Jan 17: Sankofa Dance Theatre, local African American
dance company, performs at 8:00 P.M. in the AASU Fine Arts
Auditorium. Admission is free.
* Jan 18: The AASU Masquers present the 2nd Annual
Student Short Film Festival at 7:30 P.M. in Jenkins Theater.
Call 927.5325 for information.
* Jan 19: Sankofa Dance Theatre, local African American
dance company, performs at 5:00 P.M. in the AASU Fine Arts
Auditorium. Admission is free.
For more information on any of these events contact the
Department of Art, Music, & Theatre at 927-5325.

The greatest adventure series since
Star Wars is an ongoing experience
that warms the heart, champions the
spirit of courge in the fight against
evil, reminds us what magic looks and
feels like, and even has the thoughtful
power to supply more than a few
laughs along the way. Ever since I
heard Cate Blanchett's mellow,
hypnotic voice inviting me into the
first film in the new Lord of the Rings
trilogy, I knew this fantasy epic was
going to be huge, but nothing prepared
me for director Peter Jackson's atten
tion to detail or the charisma each
actor would bring to their individual
characters. The story is timeless, the
fight scenes some of the most phenom
enal ever choreographed, the dialogue
poetic verse worthy of Shakespeare,
and the humanity that characters so
far-fetched as elves and hobbits
portray, priceless. This moviegoer
almost dreads seeing the final install
ment becuase then the journey wi\\ be
over.
Those are pretty big words, but I
stand by them and invite you all to
judge for yourselves. Fair warning,
though, the film, the vigorous second
chapter of Tolkien's famous tale
adapted to film and subtitled The Two
Towers, does not stand terribly well on
its own. This means if you haven't
seen the first movie, you probably
won't have a good grasp on what is
going on. Also, the movie is about 3
hours long and the monster content is

Sasha McBrayer
Assistant Editor

not child friendly. For those who do
watch the trials of the ring bearer and
his friends, the film itself is not the
only treat.
First, two long awaited film trailers
will tease you. For those of you who
are X-Men fans, the second edition
seems to have a better plot than the
first and promises to excite viewers
with living versions of Iceman,
Nightcrawler, and Wolverine's nemesis
Lady Deathstrike (unless they give her
a different name). I sincerely hope
they do not let hardcore fans down, but
I'm even more anxious about Termina
tor 3. Yes, you heard me correctly.
Finally, Arnold will return to the
screen to get the skin torn off of him in
his final attempt to protect an adult
John Conner (NOT played by Edward
Furlong), joined by companion Claire
Danes, and hunted by the most treach
erous machine of them all...a woman.
Lastly, back to The Two Towers, I
must implore you to be sure togive ear
to the film's soundtrack, though it is
hard to miss. Many of the successful
themes from the first soundtrack
return, like the dainty theme for
hobbits and their friendship and, my
favorite, the theme for evil with its
hard hitting timpani, and charged brass
harmony. They are joined now by a
new Celtic sounding melody perfect
for the fantasy genre. If you enjoy
fantasy, if you want to feel every
punch and sword slash, see this film
and its predecessor.

^

Arts & Entertainment
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End of the Line for Guns n' Roses
Stephen Rossi

Staff Music Reviewer

New Music

On December 11, 2002, Guns n' Roses were supposed to perform at the Bi-Lo
Center in Greenville. The tour- which has been anticipated by fans for nine
AUDIOSLAVE
years- was shut down by the band's promoter, Clear Channel Entertainment, for
unknown reasons.
Audioslave was already being called
Their North American tour was planned to kick off in Vancouver, British
a 'supergroup' back when they were
Columbia. Just before the concert was set to begin, signs were posted announc
expected to play at Ozzfest last
ing its cancellation. The show never happened, and the night ended with a fullsummer. The beginning of "Set it Off"
scale riot. This was not the first time people in Vancouver were stood up. G n'
on the band's first CD, Audioslave,
R cancelled their last concert there in 1992.
sounds like a transmission from outer
Fans also rioted in Philadelphia, where the show was called off due to the
space. The sounds give way to a
supposed illness of one of the band members. Before touring, unpredictable
heavy guitar riff by Tom Morello,
front man Axl Rose reintroduced himself to America on the MTV Video Music
formerly of Rage Against the Machine.
Awards by performing v intage songs "Welcome to the Jungle" and "Paradise
The Black Sabbath-like guitar playing
City. He also sang a ballad from the new, still un-released Chinese Democracy
is backed by drummer Brad Wilk and
album.
bassist Tim Commerford- also from
Axl's appearance was a crowd pleaser, although the band looked nothing like
RAtM. However, this new 'super
the old Guns n' Roses. The new lineup includes: original gunner Dizzy Reed,
group' does not include the vocals or
Replacements bassist Tommy Stinson, Robin Finck, and modern guitarist
political statements of rap-rocker Zack
Buckethead. Buckethead, who sports a KFC bucket and facemask, is probably
de la Rocha.
the most unlikely addition to the band's new cast of characters.
The band is headed by Chris Cornell,
For some, this tour was just an another chance for fans that never got to see the formerly of Soundgarden. Cornellband live in the early nineties. To many of the people who were actually excited who refuses to write political lyricsabout seeing Axl back out on stage, it was a big disappointment.
sounds more like Robert Plant than
The band was founded by Rose, along with guitarist Izzy Stradlin. They were
Chuck D of Public Enemy. Chris
later joined by guitarist Slash, bassist Duff McKagan, and Dizzy Reed on
Cornell knows how to sing. His
keyboards. Their debut album Appetite for Destructio n has sold 20 million
entrancing voice brings feeling to a
copies. The cancellation of this tour temporarily confirmed any doubts as to
few of the mediocre lyrics on the
whether or not the new band wou ld succeed without the original members. As
album.
for the release of a new album, fans will have to just keep waiting.
Songs like "Cochise" and "Set It
Off" blow most of the music being
played on MTV out of the water. Tom
Leguizamo Shoulders an Empire
Morello, a Harvard graduate, is known
Sasha McBrayer
Assistant Editor for his clear, heavy guitar playing from
RAtM. "I Am the Highway" is a
Successful comedian John Leguizamo has surprised audiences more than a few ballad that shows off Chris Cornell's
voice. Rick Rubin, who is known for
times throughout his career. In his popular one man shows, his dark humor
his
work with the Beastie Boys,
illuminates many truths about being Hispanic, while slaying fans in the aisles.
produced the album.
He bore sinister costume and loads of make-up for a less than charming role in
Key tracks on the CD are: "Ex
the film adaptation of popular comic book series, Spawn, and made himself even
ploder," "Like a Stone," "Cochise,"
shorter than he already is for the role of Toulouse Lautrec in Moulin Rogue.
and "The Last Remaining Light."
Perhaps the biggest surprise was seeing the previously underestimated comic
Anyone who is a fan of rock music
portraying the most daring big screen Tybalt ever seen in Shakespeare's Romeo
should listen to Audioslave- a band
and Juliet. Many critics believe his performance was only a foretaste and
eagerly awaited the release of Empire, a project close to Leguizamo's heart and a that is expected to be playing to sold
out stadiums by the end of 2003.drama he stars in and produces.
Stephen
Rossi, Staff Music Reviewer
The film is the story of Victor Rosa, a drug dealer who tires of the constant
struggle of life in the ghetto and tries to play it straight on Wallstreet with the
help of a very un-hip, white, investment banker. For a while Rosa is living the
AASU Tod 5 CD's
high life until conflicts arise with his live-in girlfriend, the old gang still caught
1. Let Go
up in the drug game, and ultimately when his supposed friend takes off with all
Avril Levigne
his money.
2. The Eminem Show
Though the plot is somewhat predicatble, Leguizamo absolutely shines and
Eminem
creates a character who screws up every now and again, but is very believeable
3. Steal This Album!
and real. This isn't the typical drugs and violence flick and it does offer more
System Of A Down
substance than one might think. The cast does surprisingly well for a group of
4.By The Way
unknowns and rappers and if the predicatbility factor was diminished by a few
Red Hot Chili Peppers
notches, Leguizamo's role, but probably not the film, would be in Oscar conten
5. Weathered
tion. That's okay, though, because critics still have their eyes on the Puerto
Creed
Rican actor, and expect absolute magic in his next leading role.

Hittin' the High Notes...
Sasha McBrayer
Assistant Editor

Hello, and welcome back to
Armstrong for a new semester. My
name is Sasha McBrayer and besides
being the Assistant Editor of YOUR
campus newspaper, I am also proud to
be in charge of the Arts and Entertain
ment section. As you will soon see, I
am quite interested in many things,
ranging from art exhibitions, concerts,
and video games to film and music.
Now I know you all can see that little
picture of my smiling face above, so as
of this moment you have absolutely no
excuse for not stopping me on campus
and giving me the heads up on any and
all entertainment news you may know
about. I will take this time to call out
specifically those of you who play in
local bands, act in local shows, and are
exhibiting art in our fair city. As of
today you have my e-mail address and
have no one to blame but yourselves
should I go on blissfully ignorant to
anything you might be involved in.
What's the point? E-mail me! Stop
me on campus! Come to the Inkwell
office in the MCC building and visit
my desk! I work for you, ladies and
gentlemen, and I aim to please. Thank
you very much for your time. Here's
to a great semester!
sm1522@ students.armstrong.edu
By: Sasha McBrayer
Sasha's Rocks and Sucks List:
1. Arnold Schwarzenegger doing a
reprise of the famous nude opening in
T3 even though he's a million years old
now...ROCKS...I think.
2. Cancellation of WB series Birds of
Prey...SUCKS
3. Ben Afflek as Daredevil...SUCKS.
4. Alias' Jennifer Garner as Elektra...
ROCKS.
5. Collin Ferrel...ROCKS.
6. Cage/ Presley break up...ROCKS.
7. The New Chili Peppers CD...
ROCKS.
8. "Big guy" Tom Morse from The
Green Mile's new CBS show
Hack.ROCKS.
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Letters to the Editor

From the Editor
Chris Lancia
Interim Editor

do so in her new capacity.
Erin Quigley, a senior majoring in
General Studies, is our new Copy
I'd like to take the opportunity to
Editor. She has done reviews of
welcome the students of Armstrong
Masquers productions, and is an
Atlantic State University to a new era
outspoken proponent of important
of The Inkwell. My name is Chris
projects, such as recycling, here at
Lancia, and I am the Interim Editor.
AASU.
I'd like to take a minute to pass on
Hillary Creery, a freshman majoring
some information about The Inkwell.
in radiation therapy, is our new Office
Objectivity is the operational key
Manager. While she is a relative
word for The Inkwell. We will report
newcomer to The Inkwell, her organi
what happens on campus without
zational skills will be put to a test in
regard to our personal feelings, and
our busy office.
without bias.
I would like to, again, invite every
We strive to be the voice of the
one on campus (students, faculty, staff
students. We will not practice or
members, organizations) to make us
tolerate censorship of the student body. aware of any events or concerns that
But we cannot be your voice without
you know of. As I mentio ned, we
you telling us what to say.
cannot be your voice without you
I am a strong proponent of First
telling us what needs to be said.
Amendment rights. I am a veteran of
You can expect to continue to be able
the Armed Forces, and I believe that I
to read The Anchor, Bytes, and It's
fought in order to maintain that right
Good to Know. But we will also be
for everyone. I may not always agree
welcoming new columns like From the
with what you have to say, but I
Prez. If you see something you like,
respect your right to say it.
let us know!
We aim to make a difference on
I'd also like to bid a fond farewell to
campus by publicizing events and
the departed members of The Inkwell
concerns that are important to the
staff. Sarah Dudley, formerly the
student body. We invite everyone on
Editor, will now focus her efforts on
campus (students, faculty, staff mem
completing her degree in Film Studies
bers, and organizations) to inform of
and a blossoming career in modeling.
us of any events or to request coverage Dan Ward, formerly the Assistant
of any events that may be of interest to Editor, graduated with a BA in En
the student body.
glish, and will now b e on the hunt for
The staff of The Inkwell is not out
journalism work somewhere outside of
for any type of personal gain. We are
Savannah. And A.J. Fontanilla,
simply here to serve the student body
formerly the Web Designer, is now
as well as we can.
working in the Faculty Support office
I'd like to introduce you to the rest
as he awaits acceptance to graduate
of the staff:
school.
Sasha McBrayer, a junior majoring
Please give us a chance, AASU. If
in art, is our new Assistant Editor. She you work with us, we will make you
has done numerous reviews of movies shine!
and actors for us, and will continue to
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peace with people who hate you just
because you have more money or
freedoms than they do, with some kind
I came to school today in a good
of
treaty. It has been proven through
mood, but after walking through
out
history that treaties are used to
campus and seeing quotes written on
pacify
nations and then are repeatedly
the sidewalks about war and the use of
broken when it ben efits a nation to do
force, I became bitter. I believe that
so.
everyone has the right to his/ her
I want to see the students who wrote
opinions, but to put it on private
these
atrocious quotes on the side
property in front of predominately
walks near the cafeteria and by
military alumni and students is in my
Gamble Hall placed in a life or death
opinion hateful. This action shows a
situation because of what they believe.
lack of support for those who have
I don't think they would ask their
risked, and are still risking their lives
enemy
politely to let them go without
to provide the freedom of expression
that the sidewalk writers are taking for inflicting any harm. If they think that
this sort of response would work in a
granted.
These people should have been at the situation like that, then someone needs
to give them a reality check! It is okay
Trade Center when it was attacked or
to express your opinion in words and
should have served in the military so
to talk about them with others in
that they could better understand the
conversations, but do not write them
nature of being a U.S. citizen. I
on property where mostly military
personally think that everyone should
people see them. These words can be
be required to serve for at least two
devastating
to a soldier's day and leave
years in the Armed Forces after
graduating High School. If this law
him/ her angry at the fact that he/she
were passed, I guarantee that the U .S.
provided a safeenvironment and the
would have fewer social problems
opportunity to obtain an education and
when it comes to criminal activity.
better oneself to these students. The
The U.S. would also see increased
students benefit, yet they totally
patriotism of all our citizens without
disrespect the military for providing
having a major catastrophe occur first
these benefits!
to inspire it.
No one really supports the military
Stephen Gontz
and the work they carry out except for
those who have served and chose to
To the editor:
leave or have retired. Even those who
served or are still serving and hate it
In response to the complaints offered
have a level of respect for our sol
by "FLUSTERED to the MAX" we
diers, sailors, airmen, and Marines.
would like to clarify a few things, as
They understand the sacrifices and the fellow students of AASU.
hardships that each military member
As far as tuition increasing and
and dependent has to go through. Do
quality of service decreasing„what is
you think that terrorists will commit to your basis of comparison? When
peace if we don't do something to
tuition is raised here, it is usually
show them that we mean business and
raised throughout the entire university
that we will not tolerate these kinds of system of Georgia. Comparatively
cowardly acts? You cannot establish
speaking, you are (continued on pg 11)
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Op/Ed
More Letters to the Editor
still paying a fraction of what it would
Why should faculty park in the
cost to attend another university. Also, back? They've gone to school way
the ratio of faculty to students is much
longer than anyone else on campus;
less than it is at.most other universi
they have earned their right to park
ties—giving you more personal
next to their respective buildings.
attention.
They have to prepare our classes—we
Parking is FREE. Go to any other
should be willing to walk a little ways,
University and pay $100 (at least) for
even if it is from the back parking lot
your decal, which is also FREE here,
to Gamble Hall. Again, compare this
and try to find a parking space any
to a larger, "better" university—you
where on any other campus. (Ask one would park in one lot (if you found a
of your fellow students who has
spot) and catch a bus across town, I
transferred here from Georgia South
mean campus, to your class.
ern, UGA, VSU, etc.) We didn't lose
Armstrong is not responsible for the
any parking due to the new apart
required exams. These exams are
ments, or dorms as they're called; they determined by national boards of
have their own gated parking lot that
education.
was built with the complex, separate of
The construction workers are not
any lot that already existed on AASU's directly employed by AASU and
campus. We gained parking in this
should not, therefore, be pinpointed as
aspect. Also, we cannot control the
representatives of this university.
weather. Rain is rain wherever you
In closing, there are plenty of
go; puddles happen.
choices in this immediate area—St.
The bookstore is a like convenience
Leo's, Savannah State, Savannah Tech,
store—the books can be found for less South University, Georgia Southern,
if you are willin g to make the effort to Brewton Parker, University of South
find them elsewhere. This is common Carolina-Beaufort—if AASU is so
on ANY university campus. Go
horrible, why not compare and see for
online!
yourself?
Go to any other university and
compare their activity fees to ours.
Sincerely,
There are plenty of activities offered
Gretchen Stewart
on this campus that are designed as are
Matthew Butler
funded by the student activity fees.
Juniors at AASU
This is something AASU excels at,
catering to the needs of even nonTo the editor:
traditional college students. Also, the
Inkwell is funded by Activity Fees.
Freedom of speech is a right of every
Once again, ask a student who has
American citizen, and after reading
attended another university to compare the article entitled, "Hope, Resist,
the quality of advisement there to that
Imagine," I feel compelled to exercise
offered here. Advisors do not have
that right. I feel that the author wrote
insight into every advisee's life.family the piece out of pure ignorance and
activities and.
that he or she has obviously been
misinformed. This person claims
Most, but not near ly all of the
many things that are, in reality, untrue.
education courses are offered at night
Among them, she claims that the
because this is what is convenient to
(former) School of the Americas is a
the majority of education majors.

*The Inkwell is published and distrib
uted bi-weekly each semester. Copies
are available in distribution boxes
throughout campus.
*The Inkwell reserves the right to edit
any submissions for length or content.
*The opinions expressed by the
students of AASU may not be the

opinons of the staff of The Inkwell or
the administration of AASU.
•The Inkwell welcomes letters and
comments from readers provided that
they are clearly written or typed. All
submissions must be signed with a
telephone number and SSN included
for verification purposes. Names will
be withheld upon request.

breeding ground for terrorists. This
not build its gates to deter the demon
claim cannot be anymore uninformed
strators. Give Ft. Benning and the US
and biased. First of all, the author is
Army a little credit; it is after all the
ignorantly placing the blame of Latin
"Home of the US Army Rangers." In
American problems on a single US
fact, I do believe the gates were built
institution. I really do not see the logic after this incident called 9/11, you
in the accusation. Maybe I should try
know, when real terrorists attacked the
again... because a few Latin American World Trade Centers and the Pentagon.
officials, who receive some training at
I am quite sure that if the author did
a US school, have returned to their
some real research, she would have
perspective countries to commit
contacted the Public Affairs office for
crimes, then the US is to blame and
the SOA and they would have clarified
the SOA should be shut down. I guess the issue. Additionally, I am quite
if we were to use the same logic as the sure they would have also told the
author, then Americans would have a
author that "economic development
civic duty to march on Harvard and
along free market principles" is not its
demand that it too close its doors,
official goal, and furthermore does not
since that is where Ted Kazinski, the
imply "allowing capitalism to thrive
notorious Uni-Bomber, received his
by repressing those who are struggling
education.
to empower the people."
Let me be the first to tell the
Ultimately, what the author needs to
author that terrorism is spawn out of
realize that he or she is placing blame
ignorance, and the SOA cannot be held on the SOA for individual people's
responsible for human nature. Here
actions and flaws in character. With
are the real facts about the SOA. The
only a few positions to fill at the SOA,
school has graduated over 60,000
each country must send their best. We
students since its inception in 1946.
must take into account that students
Our author would have readers
who attended the SOA are adults and
believe that all 60,000 went on to
can think for themselves. How these
become terrorists, when in fact, less
individuals use their education is
than one percent of its graduates have
simply up to them as individuals, like
been linked to any human rights
us as college students and graduates
violations. If you compare SOA
and how we will use our educations.
courses to those taught to our own
To the Inkwell's readers...please
military you would se e that the two are research issues like the one addressed
almost identical. Therefore, by saying before formulating a solid opinion
the SOA breeds terrorists, you imply
about its subjects. Ignorance is the
that our military men and women are
real terrorist.. .and the only way to
terrorists too, and that is a direct
fight it is by educating it with the facts.
challenge to the patriotism of thou
If you want to know mo re information,
sands of US troops and millions of
be sure to check out both sites: SOAtheir family members, friends, and
http://carlisle-www.army.mil/usamhi/
acquaintances. Next, the author and
usarsa/ and SOAW- www.soaw.org
the other SOAW demonstrators must
think very highly of themselves to
Jon M. Bates
believe that Ft. Benning put its front
Jbates78@hotmail.com
gates up just for them. Nothing can be

•The Inkwell welcomes public service
announcements, press releases, etc.
Such information may be published
free of charge at the discretion of the
editorial staff.
* Photographs are not guaranteed to be
returned after publication. The
Inkwell will make all efforts to' return
photographs, but please make copies

before submission.
•Awards:
Chris Lancia- Outstanding Sports
Writing, Large University, SRPI, 2002.
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Top 10 Resolutions for the New Year
Courtesy of Susann Wright
1. Replay the last 7 taped episodes of the New Year's Eve countdown to
see if Dick Clark really is an android.
2. Clean out your well-stocked bomb shelter of bottled water and potted
meat since the world hasn't ended yet.
3. Apologize to everyone that you yelled, "The end is near!" as you ran
screaming down River Street on New Year's Eve.
4. Study up on the crooked politicians that you have to vote for so that you
can complain later.
5. Donate one can of cat food to the campus "Animal Control".
6. Go to the mid-spring baseball AASU Homecoming celebration.
7. Support the Armstrong football team.
8. Try not to out run the police academy to the 11:01 am raising of the
cafeteria gates for a $50 slice of pizza and a $20 drink.
9. Start a club so you can have a "Club Car" too.
10. Picket for higher book prices for the bookstore. What is this? A give
away?

a. (Eam&i
The clouds draw back as curtains,
As I gaze into the sky.
Across my cheek I feel the brush
Of a glowing firefly.
Earth's harmonious orchestra takes five,
As you gently take my hand,
And the night birds sing their carol
In the absence of the band.
The soft earth crunches beneath our feet,
As we blaze trails through crickets and flowers.
We enter a world of celestial lights,
Losing track of the minutes, the hours.
Run with me through the open fields,
Dance with me amidst red roses,
And as the moon to the warm sun yields,
Hold me near as the night closes.
-Susann Wright

